**ENOC Annual Meeting, Barcelona 19-21st September 2007**

**Draft programme**

**Tuesday 18th**

20:00: arrival of participants  
Reception at the Hotel Oriente

**Wednesday 19th**

9:30-11:00: Opening session  
Chair: Xavier Bonal

- Welcome address: Rafael Ribó, Síndic de Greuges (the Catalan Ombudsman)
- Welcome to new members of ENOC, George Moschos
- ENOC update on activities undertaken during the year, George Moschos
- Introduction to the programme, Xavier Bonal
- Country updates, Xavier Bonal

11.00-11.30: Coffee Break

11:30-13.30: Good practice presentation by members

(5-6 presentations; 15 minutes each + discussion)

13:30 – 15.00: Lunch Break

15.00-16.00: Discussion in 4 working groups on national operational issues, considering good practices of ombudswork for and with children.

1) Forms of cooperation with NGOs on Children's Rights  
2) Following up Ombudsman's recommendations to the Parliament  
3) Using the media as a tool for disseminating our work  
4) Acting as a catalyst for mobilizing public institutions and agencies (statements, protocols).

16.00 – 16.30 Coffee Break

16.30 – 17.15 Chair: Emily Logan

Feedback from the working groups and discussion

17.15 – 18.30 Chair: Kathleen Marshall  
“The CRC observations regarding children with disabilities ”
Brent Parfitt, member of the CRC

21.00 Dinner provided by the Catalan Ombudsman

**Thursday 20th**

9.00-10.30  **Chair:** Xavier Bonal

“A World Fit for Children: targets achieved after five years”,
Marta Santos Pais, Inocenti Research Institute, UNICEF

10.30-11.00 Coffee Break

11.00-13.00:  **Chair:** Rafael Ribó

“The right to education of disabled children”
Invited speaker: Vernor Muñoz, UN Rapporteur for the Right to Education

13.00-14.00: Lunch Break

14.00-15.30:  **Chair:** Lena Lynberg

Conference Main Theme
Presentations by countries (5 presentations, 15 minutes each + discussion)

**Friday 21st**

9.00 – 11.00  **Chair:** Ankie Vandekerckhove

Presentation of Statement on Children’s Rights with Disabilities: Discussion and adoption.

11.00-11.30 Coffee Break

11.30-13.00  **Chair:** George Moschos

“Reporting to the Committee on the Rights of the Child: progress towards the role of Ombudsman institutions”, Nevena Vuckovic-Sahovic, member of the CRC

13.30–14.00 Reception at the Catalan Parliament

14.00–15.00 Lunch Break

15:00–17.00 Further ENOC Business. First meeting of the European Forum on the Rights of the Child. Feeding and updating the website. Discussion on ENOC activities during the year. Main theme for the next conference.

21.00 Dinner provided by the Catalan Ombudsman